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The Solar  Eclipse: A Day Mark ing Hist ory 

The moon peaked it's head just in front of the sun- first contact. It plays gleefully with the minds of 
eager onlookers; some have been waiting for this moment for over two decades, others are just grateful it?s 
not cloudy. August 21st, the first time a solar eclipse crossed Colorado's path in decades and the last one to 
occur close to totality until 2045. According to FOX31 News, ?It?s been 99 years since a total solar eclipse 
crossed the country from the Pacific to the Atlantic. The total solar eclipse on June 8, 1918, crossed from 
Washington to Florida." However, with all of the hype swirling around, many Coloradans and GCHS 
students were left feeling unsatisfied after the event, being as Greeley only got to see 92% coverage of the 
moon over the sun. GCHS junior, Odaliz Meraz, expresses her opinion of the historic eclipse, ?So I think 
the solar eclipse was nowhere near as cool as the one in I?m the Twitches, but it was still super cool [and] 
it?ll make for a cool story in 20 years.? Senior, Zane Foy, also had quite the pun-filled opinion on the 
eclipse, ?I feel like it was the ?highlight? of everyone?s day. It was something I never could?ve imagined, as 
it just ?brightened? up my day. There was some sort of magic feeling behind it while it 'foreshadowed? 
positive vibes yet to come. It was almost as if you were standing in a ?space? you had never experienced 
before.? However, the few individuals who went up to Torrington, Wyoming with Mrs. Martinez on the AP 

Physics field trip have a totally different perspective, after 
all, they did see a complete totality, the eclipse in it?s raw, 
whole, unfiltered state.

 The eclipse began at 10:23 a.m. Mountain Time, with 
the max eclipse at 11:47 a.m. and ending at 1:15 p.m. When 
totality occurred, it dropped at least 12 degrees and became 
breezy. It was as dark as it looks outside about 10 minutes 
after sunset. This left gleeful viewers in Wyoming a whole 
two minutes to awe at the glorious sight. The sky was a deep 
royal blue, and the corona of the sun shone behind the moon 
was glowing white with what looked like white shears 
threading across behind it; this was the focal point of the sky. 
Individuals could peer up at it without solar shades, but the 
sight was far too awe-inspiring that the glasses would have 
covered up the beauty in the first place. ?There was a 
moment before totality when I wondered if it would look like 
any of the pictures I?ve seen of eclipses. All of a sudden, the 
moon clicked into place and it looked like there was a hole in 
the sky. People were screaming and crying out of excitement 
and it definitely felt like a once-in-a-lifetime experience. 

Even though I spent precious seconds looking at my camera, I couldn?t tear my eyes away from the sky. 
The two minutes ended too soon, but I?m glad I captured a picture of this rare event and I saved lots of 
memories for myself too," said Aspen Flores, senior and photographer of featured eclipse photo. All 
physics travelers definitely felt that the total of 11 hours in a very uncomfortable bus and a quick detour 
through Nebraska was all well worth the phenomenal sight. 

 Despite the differing opinions and experiences, GCHS students and faculty, freshman and seniors 
alike, would almost-certainly agree that it was an experience that brought the Greeley Central family 
together a little closer and brought a smile to every face.

Photo Credit: Aspen Flores
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A. Knight-H amilton
GREELEY CENTRAL FINDS SUCCESS IN GRADUATION RATE

Graduation day is one of the biggest milestones in your life, it all starts with the school you go to. 
Greeley Central is one of the top 3 schools in the district with the highest graduation rate. Frontier Charter 
Academy has a 98.8% graduation rate, University has a  97.9% graduation rate, and then Central with a 
90.4% according to the Colorado Department Of Education. 

Central has the highest graduation rate between the two 
other public high schools in the district. Jeremy Hundley, GCHS 
senior, said, ?It makes me very proud to know how hard the staff 
and administration here at Central are working with us.? Greeley 
Central teachers and administration have been working extremely 
hard to see their students succeed and now we even have a later 
start time which was implemented to help students get the sleep 
they need to stay awake in classes, earn higher grades, and 
graduate. 

Another support for students, Central has added a seminar 
class once a week for students to get work done for classes they might need to catch up in.The high 
graduation rate is evidence of the effort made by students and staff paying off.

L. Duran

EFFECTS OF THE NEW 
8AM START TIME

Greeley Central High School is the 
oldest of all three public high schools in Greeley 
and has a lot to offer. You should be part of the 
legacy and leave your mark during your four 
years here  by joining one of the many clubs that 
The Castle has to offer. Indigo Parlin, 
sophomore class president, is involved in 
Student Council and Key Club, of which she is 
also the Secretary. Parlin said, ?A lot of the clubs 
we have here give leadership experiences and 
give chances to serve with the community and 
within the school.?

 Clubs are great way to be social since 
you connect to a group of people who have the 
same interests as you such as Key Club whose 
members are very active in volunteering and 
service projects. You might also find yourself 
being drawn to clubs like, Spanish Club, 
Gay/Straight Alliance (GSA), Skate Club, or 
maybe Cat?s Cradle which produces our school?s 
literary magazine. Being involved at Central is 
important and something that all students should 
do.

GETTING INVOLVED AT 
GCHS

Last year, school beginning at 7:15 a.m. 
was a constant complaint among students, 
parents, and even some teachers. August 21, 
2017, was the first day of school for Weld 
County School District 6 and there were no 
tardies given to students who arrived 45 
minutes later than previous years because 
WCSD6 officially pushed back the start time.  
Since the change of starting time, students have 
been responding more positively to greetings 
of ?Good morning!? explained GCHS 
Principal Henson. 

Research proves that students perform 
better with a later starting time as opposed to 
an earlier one. Senior, Tania Saldivar, stated, 
?My attendance has improved and I?m more 
awake in the mornings!? Another positive 
effect is that, ?Students can actually get ready.? 
as said by senior, Giselle Ornelas. On the f lip 
side, Ornelas also mentioned that there is more 
traffic around this particular time. So far, this 
new change has been beneficial to most people, 
but we will have to wait to see if the change 
positively affects academic success. 

M . Diaz

Central students using seminar to get work done.
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T. M enard
HOSPITAL FOOD, WHATS ALL THE HYPE?

Teenagers may disagree on many things, but every now 
and then we all come together to unite on one topic that we 
will support forever. We of course are talking about food. No 
matter where it comes from, WE LOVE FOOD. In recent 
years, it seems that some students have discovered a new place 
to obtain the food they crave: the hospital. 

The hospital, only a block away, offers a new place for 
Central students to get food for cheap prices. However, the 
people at the hospital seem to not like students eating there. 
Makes sense, we?re not patients there, but why is the food so 
popular? Sophomore, Gabe Samaniego, told us that while only 
going there twice he would still continue to eat there if he was able to. Samaniego had family at the 
hospital at the time so he went there to eat rather than get something at a gas station. Samaniego adds, 
?While the prices are more or less the same, you still get more out of it and it feels like a better deal. Some 
students may never know how good the food at the hospital really is, some will forever know, I guess the 
only way we will ever find out is by faking an injury.? That?ll work, right?

DANCE BATTLE: NEW STAFF, 
WHERE YOU AT?

M . H inojosa
It?s the first day of school and that means dance battle 

time! Greeley Central tradition mandates all new staff 
members must take part in the dance off as a friendly Wildcat 
welcome to the Castle.  Our new staff did a pretty good job at 
showing their dance moves this year. It?s pretty neat that they 
are willing to put themselves out there like that, we have to 
give the new staff props. As the school year starts we go to 
our classes thinking who?s the new teacher? What's their 
name? How are they going to act? 

No matter what the question is, we know that our 
Wildcat teacher is going to be amazing. ?I love teaching 
because I love not only teaching students, but learning with 
students,? Sarah Vilardo,  new GCHS English teacher, said. 
Teachers themselves are growing with the students as well as 
informing them. They are allowing the students to grow while 
the students are making the new staff feeling welcomed in the 
Castle. ?I think it?s awesome and everyone is friendly and it?s 
going to be a great place to work,? Vilardo said. Central 
Wildcats take pride in our school and how we welcome our 
new staff members so make sure you tell each new teachers 
their dance moves were awesome.

Northern Colorado  Medical Center Photo Taken from Google 
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Dustin Elkins a senior at Central, has an 
emphasis in tech and directing. He is involved 

in the  arts magnet program and joined it 
because "art is fun, and it's a hobby." Elkins 

had chosen Central mainly because of its 
amazing reputation of the arts program. He is 
extremely integrated  in our school as he is the 

secretary in NHS, one of the presidents of 
Green Cats, the president of the thespian 

troupe and in marching band. 

Best buddies "is an international organization 
that strives for the inclusion of individual who 
have intellectual or developmental disabilities. 

At GCHS we are dedicated to creating 
friendships with students in our school who 
have special needs." Said Katie Canterbury, 

one of the officers of Best Buddies. This year 
Best Buddies has fun events planned and hope 
that everyone who joins the club will gain an 
understanding and love for the organization 

and the member. The meetings are on Fridays 
during lunch. 

  

  

   

Hannah Kiburz is a well rounded senior at 
Greeley Central. She is the president of 

Keyclub, the president of National Honors 
Society and the president of Best Buddies. 

Kiburz is also the student body Vice 
President, runs in cross country and is in the 
arts magnet program. After high school she 
plans to go to Stanford to study international 

relations.

Artist of the Week

Drew and Reed Sedinger are seniors here at 
Greeley Central and are currently playing on 
the Tennis team. Drew started playing tennis 
because he s loves to play the sport, loves to 
compete and likes to be outside. He said his 
team has great energy, loves to win and has 

positive vibes. After highschool he plans to go 
into dentistry or into math a or science 

program.  

Athlete of the theWeek

Student of the Week
Club of the Week
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A. Autobee
FOOTBALL: NEW SEASON WITH NEW ENERGY
Greeley Central?s first football game of the season against Berthoud High School was held on  

August 31st, at District 6 Stadium, with the final score being 43-7, ending in an unfortunate loss for our 
football players. Although our team did take the loss, the students who attended thought it was a fun 
event to go to and support our boys. 

When asked if the team looked like they were going down the same path as last year, senior, Tyler 
Barrera, said, ?I can tell [we?ve improved] so much from last year compared to this year, things changed 
completely in terms of attitude and many other things. I just feel like overall we?re a lot stronger, we?re a 
lot closer, and I feel like we'll be a lot better this year.? The following week, we saw the team live up to 
Barrera?s praise as they swept Northridge 50-21.  The victory provided the team with a surge of positive 
energy that was overdue.  

Unfortunately, our boys fell during their third game against Loveland High School, 60-0.  Come 
support the team this Saturday 11pm at the District 6 stadium, as they battle it out and look for another 
win against Broomfield High School.

J. Gallegos
VARSITY SOFTBALL CLAWS THEIR WAY TO A VICTORY

On August 28, 2017, the Greeley Central High School girl?s 
softball team took home their first win in over three years against the 
Boulder Panthers. With a record of 1-5, head coach, Sean Miller, had 
this to say about the team, ?We have the ability to win three to four 
more games as far as matchups, if we improve, we can definitely win 
more than that. We have a lot more opportunity than we did before, 
I?m excited to see how we work for the rest of the season.? 

Softball is a tough sport, every game, these girls have to get down 
and dirty when they step foot on the field. That Monday afternoon 
that's exactly what they did and the whole game these Wildcats 

clawed their way to victory. Ending in the seventh inning, they finished the game with a score of 7-6 
and brought home their first win of the season. Good job ladies! 

Photo Credit: Jordan Miller

GCHS MARCHING BAND SEASON OVERVIEW
A. Rotter

The beginning of the school year marks the start of many activities at Greeley Central. One of the 
biggest being the new marching season. This year, the band is performing the show Black with the songs, 
Swan Lake, Paint it Black, BlackBird/Yesterday, and Black Celebration. Drum major and junior, Rhiannen 
Thero, said she is excited about how, ?the student body is participating and how they will grow as a family. 
They [the band] really want success this year.? She also shared, ?the best place to see the marching band is 
at the football game halftimes.? The marching band will be competing this year in hopes to get back into 
the state competition, after not making it last year. Students have many reasons to join marching band 
since it is wildly popular here and counts as a P.E. credit, due to it qualifying as a school sport.

 Sophomore, Grace Patrick, who is returning to marching band this year, said, ?I'm excited to see 
how much we improve from last year. We are already on the track to success and making it further than we 
did before.? Freshman, Ben Jankow, also said,?I joined marching band because my friends said it is fun. I 
enjoy seeing friends and playing cool music.? Their final event of the year is marching in the Parade of 
Lights, which takes place in downtown Greeley the Saturday after Thanksgivings day. 
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C. Burzell
REINSTATE LONG LUNCHES
After three weeks in school, the students of 

Central have noticed a change in the block day lunch 
schedule. In the first few weeks of school, this change 
has affected many students. This year?s schedule 
consists of block day lunches that are fifty minutes 
long, this time frame is ten minutes shorter than 
previous years. These long lunches were a trade off for 
ten minute passing periods. When junior, Hailey 
Reeves, was asked how this change has affected her 
specifically, she replied, ?It?s just an inconvenience, it?s 
harder to get to the class after lunch on time.? Was the 
trade off worth it? Many students, especially 
upperclassmen, tend to go out to get lunch, this 
adjustment makes that especially hard. 

While students may not necessarily need to do 
this, it's the preferred option to either not eating or 
having school lunch. Ten minute passing periods are 
just pointless, especially when considering that five 
minutes works fine every other day. All of this 
considered, hour-long block day lunches should be 
reinstated in opposition of this new schedule. 

J. Doss

EXTRA DAY FOR MENTAL HEALTH
High schools need to implement a four day week schedule. Going five days every week leaves 

students feeling drained and unmotivated. When students are tired, they become less willing to participate 
and become more focused on the minutes until class is over. As they literally watch seconds go by, 
students are tuning out their instructors and are not learning. 

Longer weekends would allow students to refresh their brains and come back ready to learn. That 
day off could also be used to help students accomplish tasks a normal five day week wouldn?t allow, like, 
having meetings with their club, having longer practices for sports, practicing their instruments, and doing 
homework. As teens, we are slowly transitioning into the adult world, some of us are taking on more 
responsibilities. Mr. Frasier, an English teacher at Central, reported that, ?A lot of our students are 
working, and having that extra day can give them rest.? Teachers would also gain an extra day to grade 
papers and plan ahead for the year which gives them more time to relax on the actual weekend. Students 
would be given an opportunity to catch up on class work and be tutored when they miss out at school. 

This optional day gives students the help they need so they don?t fall behind and fail. Four day 
weeks are teaching time management, boosting student morale, giving teachers more work time, and 
helping students in need. It seems like schools and students would improve if weeks were shortened.
 

Central Students scrambling to get food on our short lunches Photo taken by 
Alyssa Dominguez
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L. Contreras

NEW TENNIS COURTS AND FEWER BUSSES

It comes as no surprise but Greeley-Evans School District 6 is struggeling financially. This year,  it 
got even worse because there are only three to four school busses at Greeley Central. If students live three 
miles or less from school, they can walk according to the school district. Walking to school in the 
mornings has made many students late to their first hour and has put them in danger. For example, living 
on the East Side and having to walk to school in the morning and afternoon is dangerous as students have 
to cross busy highways and railroads, there are about fifteen hundred students who go to Central, many of 
these students walk to school from different areas of Greeley. 

Walking to school is dangerous because there are around nineteen thousand sex offenders in 
Greeley, Colorado. Although the school has provided free transportation from the city bus, it can be quite 
unpredictable. Kasey Cutler, a senior, explained, ?riding the city bus sucks at times because I get home 
around 5:00 p.m.? A couple days ago, there was also a fight on the city bus which many students and 
adults witnessed. Central's tennis courts were refinished this summer and while the general public has 
struggled with  the district cutting busses and improving tennis courts, it is important to note: no district 
funds were used for these improvements like the tennis courts.  In fact, because the city used their money 
to improve these facilities, they are actually open to public use and are not strictly the district's anymore.

Z. Chilcott
WILL THE MARCHING BAND RISE AGAIN?

?If they were there for one day they would understand why the band does for what they do.? 
Jacob Wertz said, expressing his feelings  on the topic in regards to how students and some teachers 
view the marching band. For the past couple of years, the band hasn?t received the support they desire 

from their peers and teachers. They put in hours of work to 
entertain people, but students at Central don?t show the band the 
support they deserve, now, the band members are becoming 
discouraged. Marching band isn?t something to blow off just 
because they're not a sport, 
they put in more hours than 
the football team does. 
Sadly, they don?t get 
noticed like the football 
team does, whether they 
win or lose a game, 
everyone is there by their 
side. They still go to 
compete against schools 
that have bigger bands and 

a larger support group than ours. ?If you know some in the 
band tell them that they're doing a good job and go and watch 
the half time at the games.? Alvin Sandre told me. To him, 
doing something small can go a long way. Where is the school 
spirit for the marching band, or did that die a long time ago 
and are we never going to see it again? 

Photo credits to Karlee Sparkman 

Photo Creds to Karlee Sparkman  
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A. Wells

HURRICANE HARVEY DROWNS TEXAS AND 
HURTS ECONOMY

A category three hurricane swept across 
coastal Texas three weeks ago and the water is still 
making it difficult for rescue teams and it?s taking a 
toll on the economy. On August 17, 2017, 
Hurricane Harvey formed and b-lined right toward 
Texas. Although the state, the community, and the 
weather channel knew where the storm was 
heading, nobody knew that the devastation would 
be this bad and on this scale. 

As of September 5th, 2017, the death toll 
was listed as at least 60 people. The damages are 
estimated to be upwards of 70 billion dollars, you 
can witness just how bad the hurricane is hurting 
Texas? economy by checking gas prices. With 
winds around 130 miles an hour and rainfall that put 30 counties under water, it will be quite some time 
before Texas and their economy fully recover. On September 1, Harvey?s winds lowered and the storm 
started to deform, and was officially labeled a ?tropical depression?. 

After 117 hours of storming, Harvey set the record for the longest standing Hurricane in the area, 
and with it being a category three, the United States? 12 year run without a Category 3 or above, since 
hurricane Wilma in 2005 ended. Relief efforts are strong and rescues are still going on, but as the water 
starts to recede, morale is starting to increase.

E. H ernandez
REMEMBERING 9/ 11

September 11, 2001, better known as 9/11, is 
a day that changed the United States of America. 
It was a normal Tuesday morning for New York 
City until 9 o?clock a.m. The chaos began to 
ensue as one of the four hijacked planes hit one 
of the Twin Towers, later came in the second 
plane into the other Twin Tower. The third went 
on to hit the Pentagon, the last plane hit a field 
in Pennsylvania. A total of 2,997 people passed 
away that day.  

Nobody knew how to react because it was 
something they?ve never seen before and there 
are still people that are affected by this event. 
Many lost loved ones due to this unexpected 
attack by Al-Qaeda led by Osama Bin Laden, 
but the U.S Navy Seals were able to capture 

Osama Bin Laden on May 2, 2011, something that the U.S was trying to accomplish for years. This date 
will always be remembered in American history. 

Photo of Hurricane Harvey Aftermath and  Photo taken from Google . 

Iconic photo of Ground Zero  Photo found on Google 
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HOT HITS OF 
SUMMER

A. Mcfall

Wild Thoughts; Dj  
Khaled 

              

Despacito; Luis Fonsi

             

Bodak Yellow; Cardi 
B

That's What I  L ike; 
Bruno Mars

Mask Off; Future

Passionfruit; Drake

Magnolia; Playboi 
Car ti

Love Galore; SZA

Tunnel Vision; 
Kodak Black 

Bad and Boujee; 
Migos ft. L il Uzi Ver t

Redbone; Childish 
Gambino

Goosebumps; Travis 
Scott

BRONCOS COUNTRY
B. Yackey

The Denver Broncos had a 4-0 preseason, but now fans wonder, will that 
transfer to the regular season? During the 2017 training camp, there was an ongoing 
battle for the quarterback position between Trevor Siemian, Paxton Lynch, and Kyle 
Sloter. Although there was a three way battle for the quarterback position, going into 
week one of the regular season the starter was Trevor Siemian. Unfortunately, second 
string Paxton Lynch suffered an injury with no time table for return, and third string 
Kyle Sloter was waived following the 4th preseason game. 

What does that mean for the Broncos? They must bring in another 
quarterback and his name is Brock Osweiler. Osweiler was a part of the 2015 Super 
Bowl team before leaving for Houston, but he returns to Denver as the second string 
for the 2017 season. Obviously, he knows his role in the Broncos locker room from 
what he said during an interview, ?This is 
Trevor?s team and I?m the backup.? The 
Broncos are predicted to be exceptionally 
successful with support from a stellar 
defense and a second year starting QB. 
The new season began for the Broncos on 
Monday, September 11th, against the Los 
Angeles Chargers. The entire Broncos 
community believes in them and Trevor 
Siemian. According to the Bleacher 
Report, star linebacker Von Miller said, 
?Him [Trevor Siemian] seeing the way it?s done, he just has that Peyton Manning vibe 
- he kind of looks like Peyton Manning too.? That is a high praise from Von Miller 
considering he was named the Super Bowl MVP in 2015.

POWERFUL VMA PERFORMANCE
Logic?s powerful performance in California on Sunday, August 27th, 

has inspired people around the world. Recently he dropped a single called, 
1-800-273-8255, that reached top ten on the Billboard 100. This song is a 
national suicide prevention hotline number, and since then, phones are 
ringing off the hook. According to John Draper, director of the National 
Suicide Prevention Lifeline, the day the song was released, they had the 
second highest call volume in the history of their service. 

The performance for, 1-800-273-8255, at the VMA?s brought tears of 
joy to those who stood tall on stage as suicide survivors. Presenting them in 
front of everyone raised awareness on suicide, and suicide prevention. 

Senior, Jackson Campbell, a huge Logic fan, said 
?I have never been affected by suicide, but his song 
is very helpful for those people to be open about it, 
and get help.? Logic spoke after his performance 
declaring that he will fight for equality, no matter 
our race, color, or gender, and he wants to talk 
about suicide, depression, as well as anxiety 
because social media ignores it. He is a celebrity 
who wants everyone to know that no matter how 
dark their situation is, always remember you are 

not alone. Logic?s message is for you to be open about any struggles, get 
help, and always remember, ?Peace, love, positivity, and equality.?

Logic  performing at the 
VMAs.Photo from Google 

Photo of The Mile High Stadium  Photo creds to Mock- 
Murphy 




